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General theoretical condition for the room temparature

nuclear fusion with a metal cathalyzer of high electron den-

sity is discussed from the view of statistical hybrid Hamil-

tonian and so on.1:A high electron density space can weaken

the Coulomb energy relatively to the momentum one in a char一

ged particles system.Consequently a charged nuclei tends to

behave as aproximately free particles,which is just the room

temparature semi-plasma state and to yield colisions toward

the nuclear fusion.2:After all,a free particle's remarkable

and great role is i ts spatial tunneling motion with the
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realization probability mesure- 1 on time axis,and only by

the free particles,a reactiorl aS a COlision of them become

possible.This fact became evident by the statistical hybrid

Hamiltonian theory.ち:And a ordinary hot plasma state and a

room tenparature plasTna One arle fou.nd to be the recipr.Ocal

aspect of Fourier t ransform between the configuration sp･ace

and the momentum one with a scaling method for the spatial

and momentum variables respectively.4:Generally telling,in

order to accelate a reaction,there exists essential two way_

The lst is increasing the temparature(momentum space),or the

2nd is increasing the density of electron on the Catalyzer's

surface(configuration spece).

Theoreti eal

ln 1989,Fleishmann,Pons,Hawkingl･2㌦and JonesH had

reported so called room temparature nuclear fusion in a test

tube.At first their results had been suspected,however

follwing suceeded experiments after their works had made

author to convince it true.In the other hand,author-himself

had been occupied with the work denoted statistical hybrid

Hamiltonian theory(SH2　theory) for developing the

fundamentals for time evolutional statistical mechanics

since 1987.Consequently author had noticed the possibility

of time discontineous Coulomb interaction between nuclei in
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the real tion due to statistical hybrid properties of

Hanliltonian wherュ author encounterd the news.Thus auLhor

thought　ヒhat it never alway be necessary to accelate the

positive charged nuclei for the reaction.However author

could not find out the quantitical epxpression for the

reaction at that time.But fortunately author･ happened to

encouTlter an excellent book4) which had described the

electron density effect on a Hamiltonian structure of gene-

I-al many body system.Consequently author had found the sys一一

七ematical view for the general reaction's feature caused by

temparat,ure effect and by the electron density one in

reaction space.Therefore following results can be considered

universal One for a rnaterial reaction.And also the theory is

fairly simple and visible.

§1.The summary of statistical hybrid Hamiltonian theory.

In anyway,to accomplish full understanding of this

report,reader must know the SH2　theory5,6･7r 8 g).However

almost of them are rH)W Serious thema on the discussion table

of Phys.Soc.Jpn.Therefore we shall descirbe their summary

I

at here.The most important kernel point is Heisenberg s

uncertainity principle especially as for time and energy.

△　七･ △　E--　も. (UP)
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[1]A quantum state under l1ermitian Hanliltonian(≡　Ho)

must be stationary,or H｡ can't cause quantum state

transitioll in general.

Proof:Under Hermitian Hamilヒonian condition,We can derive

so called Liouville equation from Schr∂dinger EQN.

iも　諾　p jl(t)-　∑k=｡仰[H oJk P kl(t)-　P jk(t)H ok.].　　　(1-1)

Hereupon state density operator p(t) is orginaly

Hermitian,so it can be diagonalized,then Eq(1-1) is,

iも　諾　p Jj(t)-　∑　k=｡仰[H｡｣k P kJ(t)-　P jk(七)H｡kj]

-　H o｡j P H(t)-　P jj(t)H｡jj-0.
(11ヱ)

Thus a state density p can't depend on time under･ H o !.

[2]The realization of unique simuletaneous eigen state of

H ｡'s maximum observable(≡　MO ).

MO　≡ i Al lifi謹　AJ　- [ Aj , Ii｡]-0,j-1,2,  ,机.　　　(ト3)

[･･] is conutation relation.The validity is as follows.lf

so called superpositional state of H｡'s eigen one could
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be,then,

ゆ(t)-　∑n=｡man(七日En〉.

A E2-　∑n=｡仙Ian(t)l2[Em-くE〉]2>0,

In the oヒher hand,state under the H｡ must be

stationary,so

A t-　∞ .

△　七･ A E-　∞

(トJl)

(ト5)

(ト6)

This contradicts with Heisenberg LlnCerLaini Ly principle.

Thus we can not stop to conclude　△E-0 in Eq(ト4).Thell

we know that superpositional solution i s forbidden under

H o.After all,degenel･ated state of lEn〉 is also denyed,

The proof is used uncertainity,but is deleled here.

Caution:If lEn〉 is not H o's eigen state,it's all right I,

[3]Markovian stochastic process property of quanLum one.

It is catユSed by [2上

[4]Only by nonHernitian liamiltonian[=　H s(七日,quantum state

transition can become possible,however H s(t) can't be

analytical Hamiltonian,that is singular one I.
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Validity:

くE〉≡く4日H sゆ〉≠くti s d･ I¢〉≡くE〉+. (1-7)

Eq(1-7),we know thaヒ　expected energy value　くE〉 is not

real number,in other words, H s(t) can't have a definite

enbrgy,so H s(t) can't be a analytical operator,or

nonobservable.Then nonohserval energy system should have

infinitive energy fluctuation.

A E==　α) . (1-8)

Tllen Heisenberg's uncertainity principle (ト10) demands,

A t-　0.

A t. A E-- ･R .

(1-9)

(ト10)

Thus we know the phenomena of H s日) is instatarleOuS One.

Consequently we can derive serious conclusions for

quantum process,that is,

(1)Schr6dinger EQN with H s(t) must yield lbifurcated

solutiorlS in nondeteministic way,that is just the ol･igin

of staヒe transition probability.

(2)The origin of irreversibility of physical and chemical

process in general caused by singular H s(t).
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[5]Statistical hybrid Hamiltonian structure･

白くt)-HoU Hs(t)･くU means exclusive "or"･〉　(1-ll)

That is,a time dependent Hamiltonian is alternative

seq11enCe Of Hs(七日△t-0〉　and Hoi∞≧△t>Dl,where At

is each interval Hamiltonian,s life time･And also the

co･nfigurati?n of Hs(t) on time axis is entirely statis-I

tical.The statistics is detemined from [吊･

[6]Principle of evolution by energy fluctuation.

pr[虫(t)-H a(七日u+dt≧t≧u]-⑳(t)rdt･

prt虫(t)-H o lu.dt≧t≧u]-1-0(t).dt-1･

㊥ (t)-A E(t)/ち.

(ト12)

日-1〕)

=もー1イi∑j=0-6Oj(t)くe j-∑k-Dめd,k(t)ek〉2) (1-14)

a)j is a state density,The proof takeslfairly long pages･

[7]The establishement of Langevinized Schr6diger Equation･

iも諾ゆ(t)-虫¢ (t). (1-15)
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Thus Linle eVOlutional system's schr6diger EQN must be

stochastic one with relation Eq(ト12),(1-13) and日-14).

[8]Heisenbergian Markov process formulation(HM process).

This is equivalent to Langevinized Schr8diger Equation.

嘉GO j(t)-㊥ (t)∑k=｡竹[T,k-　8jk]6O k(t). (1-16)

where　血) is state density, ㊨ is reaction rat･e, Tj k is

lst order lk〉-tj〉　state transitiqrl PrObality matrix

elements caused by H s(t). 8　is unit matrix.These details

are mentioned in　5･6･71g･9).A general relaxation process

had been derived from (1-16).The results [5] is

especially important in following our discussion.

§2.Stationary Hernitian Hamiltonian H o is comosed froTn

statistical hybrid of interacting H s(t) and noninter-

acting H F(…A free particlels Hermetian Hamiltonian).

Now we shall analysis on Hermitian Hamiltonian H｡

which yields stationary state only.For example,hydrogen

atom'S　くkinetic energy+Coulomb force〉　Hamiltonian is a kind

of H o,which yields stationary state　¢( X ).However the

め( 冗 ) is that of configuration space,In nonenturn space

/

there exists state transition obviously at each instant,but

they accomplishes equilibrioum as a whole.
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め( X )- (2方　も)~3Idp3expト　px /iも]◎( p ). (2-1)

Eq(2-1) means that　ゆ( X ) is a statistical mixture o'f a

free particle of various momenta.This is nothing without a

phenomena caused by the state transition with Hs(t) in the

momentum space.Thus H｡ must contain H s(t) in it.Then we

ask H｡-　H s(t) or not ?.This is ridiculous.Because H o is

during nonzero time interval,in the other hand, Hs(t) can

be only at spot time.And also contineous realization of

H s(t) is impossible due to the sigularity AE=　∞.Thus

time axis gap of H s(t) must be filled up with noninter-

acting Hamiltonian,that is nothing without a free particle

Hermitian Hamiltonian(≡　H F).Thus we obtain,

H 0-　H F U H s(t). (2-2)

This conclusion just corresponds with Eq(2-1),that is,

ゆ( X ) is a linear mixture of free particle states with

various monenta.Eq(2-2) is general conclusion.Consequently

we can derive marvelous conclusion that Coulomb interaction

between plasma state nuclei is not a time discontineous`one.

Therefore,there must exists a finite time interval when

particles are that free.Consequently the wave packet of

free particles shall expand enough to make overlapping with
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other particle･s one･This is nothing without the colisions

for our concerning reaction･that is nuclear fusiontThe

details will be described in the later･

S3.A reaction yill be possible by particle colisions

estimated by free particle･s Wave packet overlapping

yllith each other.

Our fundamental idea for reaction is particle colisions

which will be represented by the wave packet overlapping for

concerning two particles･PRC is Reaction probability at D･

pR｡(D,t)-IDdx3Iゆ(X ;t)t2･lb(X ;t)t2　　　　　　(3-1)

CDF( X ;t)≡tゅ( X ;七日2･I¢( X ;tH2
(3-2)

lf overlapping CDF was zero･it is evident that nothing will

happen.In the other hand･if　¢　were　¢　are both free parti-

cle･s wave packets,CDF is maximum･On the contraly if　ゆ　and

d' were both delta fuction just caused by･Hs(t)'s instan-

taneous interaction,CDF is zero･

CDF( X ;t)…I8(X-xl ;tH2･18(X-X2 ･･七日2-0･くxl≠X2　〉

t
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After all probability of reaction will entirely depend only

on the volume of the wave packet,which is determined from

the strength of the interaction or in another words,the

height of the potential barier ∀RB Of the reaction's

obstacle.Then we know there exists two way to overcome

the VR｡.Now we shall imagine two particles A and B on ldim-

ensional 冗 axis.B is assumed to be stop still at x-0 and to

generate a square potential barier VJ"　arOund B with heigt

∞>VRB>O and with space width　∞>□X>0.A is assumed to be

asymptoticaly free particle on xニー　∞　and to go toward B.

く1〉Increasing the kinetic energy of the particle A enough to

overcome VRB.This usually called operation of increasing

temparature.

く2〉Decreasing the VR, itself by setting a eatalyzer around

B enough to weaken the VRB for A.This is our main thema

concerned with room temparature nuclear fusion.

The remarkable common feature of　く1〉　and　く2〉 is that both of

them will make A free particle as its supreme aim in order

to touch B with A's wave packet,that is just the colision

for the reaction A+B→C+C'.You must notice that this is

univesal method to obtaitn reaction by A and B's colision

｢

no concern with the particle kind.
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S4.High electron density effect on many body system With

Coulomb interaction(The role of れethal catalyzer of

high electron conductivit:y).

Now we shall descr･ibe　2nd kernel concept.(lst is

statistical hybrid structure of H｡,that is Ho-　HF U Hs(t)

and the special role of H F and of a free particle state to

yieldtreaction.)After all,the high free electron density

will weaken the Coulomb interaction energy term relatively

to the kinetic energy one in general ,many body charged

particles Haniltonian structure,which is as follows.This

section is mainly cited from the book4I

H｡-　∑j=1"(-も　2/2m c)△j+56∑　∑j≠k"e2/I xJIXl I

+　∑J=1拙く一名　2/2m,)AJ+hl∑　∑,≠瓦Ⅶe2/l xJ-Xx l

十　∑J=lX∑j=1N e　2/i xJ-XJ l (4-1)

in which suffix ..j and I).I are N pieces of electron and M

pieces of deuterium respectively in fixed volume E2,

Hereupon Coulomb term is expanded as follows.
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1/I xJ-Xk I-　∑k(47{/E2k2)exp[i. k( xJ-Xk )].　　　　　(4-2)

Then we introduce a renormalized cordinate x' by average

distance of electron r｡ in a fixed volurrLe E2.

E2/N　… (42t/3)r｡3.

X=　r o X　.

r｡≡rsxLD≡rsXLxa｡≡rsxLx(も2/m.e2).

(4-3)

(4-4)

(4-5)

where a｡ is Bohr radius and L is certain fixed number to

yield fixed critical length Lo and scaling variable rs.Thus

we rnesure distance with renornalized variable x' with rs.

Then Eq(4-1) is rewrited with renormalized variables.

X=　r o X　.

k　≡　く1/rsL｡) k'

A　≡ (1/rsL｡)2･△ I.

E2　≡ (1/rsL｡)3･E2 '.

(4-4)

(4-6)

(4-7)

(4-8)
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Then we derive,

H｡- (e2/2LL｡)i-(1/rs)2∑j=lN Aj'

十(L/rs)(4万/E2')∑k･(1/k')2∑∑j≡1"exp[i･ k'(XJ'-Xt') ]

- (1/rs)2∑J=lHAJ'

+(L/rs)(47t/E2')∑k･(1/k')2∑∑J≠KMexp日･ k'(xJ'-Xx') ]

+(L/rs)(82t/E2')∑k･(1/k')2∑,=1H∑j=1"exp【i･ k'(XJ'-Xt') ]〉

･(4-9)

Then we can see the serious role of electron density

parameter rs.

rs- (r･｡/し｡). (4-10)

If we compared average distance of electron with critical

length Lo and if ro((Lo,then rs((1.Then we see that kinetic

energy term of electron and that of deuterium will increase
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by (1/rs)2　relatively to Coulomb interaction energy term

which depends by (1/rs).That is rs-+0 will cause free

deuteriums to arise the nuclear fusion.Because we never be

likely to find out any powerful accelation mechanism lto

yield enough high temparature deuteriums to arise the

nuclear fusion.This is our fundanlental view for the

condition for the reaction of room一七emparature nuclear

fusions.Consequently we shall see that Eq(4-10) is just the

critical parLarneter for. the reaction.After all,it depends

only on "r｡" of catalyzer's material constant･This is a

remarkable feature to estimate the possiblity of the

reaction.According to many experiments as for the reaction,

almost them are very critical to obtain the reaction by any

method with catalyzer.so it seems to us that the success of

the reaction may depends on the local fluctuation of the

free electron density and that of deuterium on the

catalyzer's surfaces.

S5.The scaling symmetry betyleen the Haniltonian of ordinary

hot plasma in the momentum Space and that of cold-plasma

in the configuration once.

By coordinate scaling method in the cofiguration

space,We proved the realization tendency of free particles.

Hereupon to say for momentum space which is related by
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Fourier tr･ansform,We had found existence of the sane analogy

which represents the tendency of realization of free

particles.It is just ordinary hot plasma state･Thus we had

known the being of symmetry or reciprocality between the

universal methods of accelating reaction　く1〉　and　く2)

mentioned in　§3,Now let's take Hamiltoni.an Eq(らll),and give

its Schr石dinger equation.Then we will take Fourier transform

of the equation.

H｡≡∑j=lN(-fi 2/2mj AJ十X∑∑J士kNejek/I xj-Xl l　　(5-1)

iも　∂｡ゆ(X｡, Xl,-I,X.. )-H｡¢(X｡, xl, I,XⅣ ).　　　　(5∴2)

◎ (p｡, pl,　,py )≡　F　¢(X｡, Ⅹ1,　,Xy ).

≡ Idp｡dp13日dpN3exp[(-p｡xD+∑j=1" pjXJ )/iも] ¢(xo, xl. ,XN)

･(5-3)

where p｡≡E/C,X｡≡ct.

F liも　3｡.¢ (X｡, xl, -,Xzv )チ-po㊤(p｡, p1,  ,pN ).  (5-4)
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F i∑j=1"(-　も2/2mj)A j.¢(X｡, Xl,･日.XN )チ

-∑j=1"( pj　2/2mj)･◎(po, pl,　,PN ). (5-5)

For Coulomb term's transform,We use convolution theorem as

follows,where Q and　◎　are Fourier transform of q and　ゆ

II    I7    ▼

respectively.Note on negative singn on p ln the integral･

F iq(X｡, xl ,  , XN )¢(X｡, X1 ,  , XN　〉

-　Sdq｡dq13 1･dqN3Q(q., ql , ,恥)

×　◎(q｡-p｡ , ql-pl ,  . qN-pN ),　　　(5-6)

F IX∑　∑j≠k"ejek/I XJ-Xk l〉≡Q(p｡, pl ,  , pN ).  (5-7)

From Eq(5-6) and (5-7),We derive Fourier transform of

Qoulomb term Q E (p) as follows.

Q E (p)…　F　日X∑　∑j≠k"ejek/I xJ-Xt l]×ゆ(X., xl ,  , XzY　〉

≡　Q (p)※　◎ (p)
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-sdq｡dq13･r･dqN3Q(q｡, ql , , qN )

×　◎(qo-p｡, ql-pl ,　,恥-PF ).　　　(5-8)

consequently we derive Fourier transformed Schr8diger EQN･

p｡･◎(p｡, pl,　r,PN )-∑j-1"( pJ　2/Zmj).◎(po, pl,  .PN )

十　Q (p)※　◎ (p). (5-9)

Then we take the scaling to test the nlOmentum depedence,

pj　~+　wpj. (5-10)

Time derivative term.⇒　W.p｡1◎(wp｡,w pl ,  ,W pN )〉 (5111)

Kinetic term.⇒　W2∑j=l"( pJ　2/2mj)I ◎(wp｡,w pl , I,W pN ).

C

好oulomb ternl･⇒wIQ(p)※◎(wp)･

-I(5-12)

(5-13)

C

The　好Oulomb term (≡Q E) is r･ather conlPlicated to derive.
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Now review the Fourier transform on the term as follows.

FQ.E(p)≡　F iQE(X)チ-(2方　も)-(3"十日/2

× idx｡dx3日dxN3exp[(-p｡X｡+∑j=l" PJXJ )/i fi]

× iht∑　r≠se,eB/I x.lX.日. (5-14)

Then we replace p-wp in (5-14) and shifts w to xj's term

sides.

FQE(wp)- (2万　も)I(3N十日/2

×(W)-(3N十日fdwxodwx3-dwxN3exp[(-p｡wx｡+∑j!1" pJ W XJ )/iも]

×W†%∑,チ,e,eJl x,-X.日-(W)13N F Q E(p).　　　　(5115)

On the other hand,Considering the covolution integral (5-6),

the term fdqodq13日dqN3　shall yield w3"十l scaling factor.

Hence we derive w's dependence of Coulomb terms in the

Haniltonian as follows.
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Q E (wp)-w Q(p)X O(wp).

As a whole,we derive following relation by the scaling w.

wp｡l◎〉-W2∑j=1"( pJ　2/2m j)1◎〉十W･Q(p)※　◎(wp). (5-16)

Dividing both side of Eq(5-16) by "W",we derive,

p｡l◎ (wp)〉-W∑j=1"( pJ　2/2mj)l◎(wp)〉十　Q(p)※　◎(wp).(5-17)

Then we can see that the kinetic terms will increase by w,

while Coulomb terms will be constant.Thus we shall know,

くく1〉〉:W--∞,kinetic term's sole dominant-hot plasma state.

くく2〉〉:W-0 ,Coulomb term's sole dominant-cold solid state.

Thus we can know all the phase of states in general.

To tell for the relation of the section　§4,hot plasma state

and the(room temparature)cold-plasma state is symmetric or

reciprocal between the momentum space and the configuration

one.And also we can refer to the symmetry between the

discussion of　く1〉　and of　く2〉　mentioned in　§3,That is,there

exists two essential methods to accelate the reaction of

chemical material in general.

1:Increasing the temparature.

2:increasing the density of catalyzer electrons,as for

Coulomb barier,a high electron density is effective to
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accelate the reaction.An aim of this report is just the

recognition of the role of　2∴
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